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Index

accounting identities,
comprehensive, 47--57

accumulation, 171
adaptive expectations, 13, 14, 16; in

linear regression, 291; model,
xxxiv, 15--16; momentum traders
and, 304--6; rational, 36--41;
REH and, 30--33; REH and
reintroduction of, 30, 33, 36--37;
REH and reintroduction of,
36--37; REH as rejection of, 17,
20, 21; Smith model of, 304--6

agency problems, 256
agricultural markets, 23
Akerlof, G. A., 184
alert filters, 83
Allais, M.: accounting framework of,

57; on Allais paradox, 222--24;
behavioral finance and, 125--27;
Cagan and, 45, 79--80, 80, 90; on
cardinal utility, 207, 207, 225;
contributions from, xx,
xxxvii--xxxviii, 41; on demand for
money, 114; on decision-making
theory, 208--9; Econometrica
paper in 1953, 222--23;
exogenous factors in simulations
of, 326; on exogenous shocks,

112; on expectations, xxxvi,
68--69, 224, 265--66; on
exponential averages, 68--69; on
fluctuations in aggregate nominal
spending, 58--59; on forgetting
and discounting, 156; on
fractional and full reserve banking,
107; Friedman, Milton, and, 114,
120; fundamental psychological
parameters, 253--60; generating
function, 229; on golden rule of
accumulation, 171; Great
Depression for, 45, 120--25; on
HRL, 67, 80, 90, 265, 269; on
inflation rate lag distribution, 15;
Innsbruck paper of, 57--66; on
interest rates, 171; on interest
(rate?) theory, 154--57; invariant
cardinal utility function, 224--39,
334--41, 344, 345; joint testing
problem and, 115--19;
mathematical rigor of, 226;
monetary demand function of,
75; monetary macroeconomics
contribution of, 45--46; on
money supply in hyperinflation,
141--43; on nominal interest rates
and perceived rate of nominal
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Allais (continued )
growth, 167--69; perceived risk of
loss unifying contributions of,
xxxvii; psychological symmetry
postulate of, 161--62, 169--70,
255; on psychological time scale,
xx--xxi, xxx--xxxi, xxxv, xxxvi,
70--71, 84--85; on psychological
value, 223, 224, 237; REH on,
269; on randomness, 326; on risk
theory, 223; on savings and
hoarding, 57; self-promotion
from, xx; simultaneous test
philosophy, 116--17; theory of
expectations under uncertainty,
xxxvi; on U.S. economy from
1918 to 1941, 120--25. See also
comprehensive macroeconomic
identities; hereditary, relativist,
and logistic; monetary dynamics

Allais paradox, 202, 208--39; Allais’s
interpretation of, 222--24;
behavioral finance and, 222;
decision weights in, 211--12;
nonlinearity of indices in,
231--36; origin of, 209; in
perceived risk of loss, 243--44

Allen, G., 357
almost-periodic functions, 111;

random walk simulation through,
326

alternative theory of expectations:
Allais’s theory of psychological
time applied to, xxx--xxxi; nature
and function of, xxx; research
program for, xxx

annual index data, 120
anticipation, expectation and, 9--10
a-periodic convergence, 103, 105,

109
apparent discount rates, 333--35
arbitrage relationships, 239

Argentina, 139--40
ARIMA. See autoregressive

integrated moving average
Arrow, J. K.: on REH and different

models, 35--36; on REH
structure, 24

artificial time series, 150
asset classes, 180; perceived

parameters for, 245
assuredness of cash flows, 251
asymptotic convergence, 135--36
asymptotic postulate, 302--4;

hyperinflation and, 304
Austrian monetary overinvestment

theory: comprehensive
macroeconomic identities and,
52--53; Keynesian economists’
criticism of, 53

autonomy, variable of interest
lacking, 20--21

autoregression, vector, 126--27
autoregressive integrated moving

average (ARIMA), 126--27
averages. See exponential averages

bank credit and money:
comprehensive macroeconomic
identities for, 48, 53--54; as
savings’ source, 53--54

bank debits: at NYC banks,
190--91; past equity returns and,
191

banks and banking: central, 35,
49--50, 142, 261; commercial,
49--50; fractional reserve, 106--7;
shadow, 125

Bayesian inference or learning
process, 266; economic agents’,
27--28; implementation of, 29;
mathematical formulas for,
28--30; nature and function of,
28, 28--29; normal distribution in,
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30--31; recursive use of, 28--29;
time in, 30

behavioral finance: Allais paradox
and, 222; Allais’s theory of
psychological time and, xx--xxi;
monetary dynamics and, 125--27;
proverbs and, 212

Benartzi, S., 237
benign neglect, positive feedback

and, 197
Bernier, J., 351
Bernoulli, D., 229--30; on cardinal

utility, 204--5, 205; on expected
utility, 206; on risk, 203--4; Saint
Petersburg paradox resolved by,
203--5

bills-only rule, 159
bivariate linear regression, 188
Blaug, M., xxvii; on expectations

formation, 196; on hoarding, 57;
on REH data compatibility and
falsifiability, 37--38

Boiteux, M., 358
Bootle, R., 40--41
borrowers, foresight of, 14
bottom-up methodology, 47
bounded rationality, 265
Brazil, 139--40; hyperinflation in,

146; perceived inflation in, 147
Bresciani-Turoni, C., 166, 167
British Consols, 153--54, 169;

regression comparisons on, 168;
yield on, between 1815 and 1913,
157--59

Bronstein, I., 363
bubbles and crashes: Greenspan on,

198--99; incipient, 247--53; from
inexperience, xxxiii; in Smith
laboratory experiments,
xxxii--xxxiii; momentum traders
and value-driven investors in,
xxxiii; perceived risk of loss and,

xxxiii. See also
Minsky-Kindleberger model of
manias, panics, and crashes

budget constraints: for business
sector, 50; comprehensive
macroeconomic identities
and, 49

business and business sector: budget
constraint for, 50; cashflow
statement of, 50, 54; investment,
52; savings, 52--54. See also
corporate earnings, retained;
corporate securities sales

Business Cycles (Schumpeter), 9--10,
122

Cagan, P., xxxiv, 67, 131; Allais and,
45, 79--80, 80, 90; on demand for
money, 114; on expectations,
68--69, 305; on exponential
averages, 68; on forecasting
errors, 77; on HRL, 90; HRL in
relation to formulation of, 45;
hyperinflation work of, 45; on
inflation expectations, 88; on
inflation rate lag distribution, 15;
on money supply in
hyperinflation, 141; Smith and, 88

Caginalp, G., 348
calendar time, 75, 77; perceived flow

of, 91--94
cameralists, 268
Camerer, C. F., 349
Cantillon, R.: on expectations in

economics, 3--4, 184; on farmers
and merchants, 3; on low interest
rates and money supply, 3

Cantillon effect, 56
capital: income, ratio of to, 61

(please check: meaning should be
ratio of capital to income); interest
rates, 5; rates of profit on, 171--72
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cardinal utility, 203--5; Allais on,
207, 207, 225; Bernoulli on,
204--5, 205; doubts and
conjectures about, 206--8; Finetti
on, 226; intertemporal choice
and, 333--42; invariant, function,
224--39, 334--41, 344, 345;
Kahneman on, 204; linear
transformation and, 208; on
lin-log graph, 227; local linearity
of, 208; prospect theory and, 237;
rebased, 337; satiety effect in,
207; for small relative gains,
337--39; value function compared
with, 231

cashflow statement: of business
sector, 50, 54; of commercial or
central bank, 49--50;
comprehensive macroeconomic
identities and, 48, 49--50, 50, 54;
of economy, 54; of household
sector, 54; Minsky on, 251

cash inflows, 97--98
central bank, 35, 49--50; deficit

funding by, 142; European, 261
certainty effect, 211--12
change: econometric model failure

for structural, 23--24; in economic
data, 11; exponential smoothing
and hyperinflation, 19; in
individual knowledge, 12; interest
rate and price, 13--15; in price
expectations’ elasticity, 13. See also
psychological rate of change

Chicago Board Options Exchange
Market Volatility Index, 246

Chile, 139--40
coefficients: of exponential averages,

279; in OLS linear regression,
289-291; of psychological
expansion, 272; psychological
meaning of, 89

coins in denomination, 3--4
commercial bank, 49--50
complex roots, 320
composite functions, 93
comprehensive macroeconomic

identities: Austrian monetary
overinvestment theory and,
52--53; bank credit and money in,
48, 53--54; budget constraint in,
49; business investment in, 52;
business savings in, 52--53;
cashflow statement in, 48, 49--50,
50, 54; corporate and household
securities in, 51; hoarding and
dishoarding in, 54--57; household
consumption, income, and savings
in, 50--53; mathematical formulas
for, 48--56; in source and
application of funds, 50

consciousness in uncertainty, 7
consumption, household, 50--52
continuous time, 82--83; exponential

averages in, 68
conventional expectations, 41
convergence, toward average

annualized rate, 149
corporate bond yields: HRL and,

160; Moody’s, 245; perceived risk
of loss and, 246; US AAA, 159--67

corporate earnings, retained, 53
corporate securities sales, 53;

household securities and, 51, 53
Cowles Commission index, 191;

perceived risk of loss and, 249
Cramer, G., 364
crashes. See bubbles and crashes;

Minsky-Kindleberger model of
manias, panics, and crashes

cumulative formulation of
exponential averages, 68

current affairs, influence of the past
in, 15
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Dantzig, B. von, 358
Darby, M., 131; on HRL, 80
data compatibility: in rational

adaptive expectations, 37--38; in
REH, 37--38

DDM. See dividend discount model
debt dynamics models, 34--35. See

also margin debt
decision-making, theory of, 208--9
decision weights, 211
deflationary initial disequilibrium,

324
deleveraging, 197
demand. See demand for money
demand for money, 282; Allais on,

114; Allais’s, function, 75; Cagan
on, 114; in dynamic equilibrium,
309--10; early HRL tests and,
114; elasticity of, 91; in FEMD,
307; FEMD and HRL
formulation of, 116, 117--18, 123;
function, 175--76, 308; growth
rates of, 102; HRL formulation
of, 46, 113; joint testing of HRL
formulation of, and FEMD,
115--19denomination, coins in,
3--4

depression, money balances
in, 61--62. See also Great
Depression

derivative function : in endogenous
fluctuations, 323--24; integration
of, 294--95

Desrousseaux, J., 357
differences: among economic agents,

35--36; in REH models, 34--36
differentiable function, 98
differential equation: FEMD, 313; in

HRL formulation, 314; of
monetary dynamics, 311--14,
322--23; second-order linear,
102--3, 318, 319

differential expression: of exponential
average, 68; of Newcomb-Fisher’s
equation of exchanges, 96, 306;
of Z, 295--96, 312

dimensionless numbers, 73
discounted utility model, 331
discount factor, 332
discounting: Allais on, 156;

forgetting and, 156; gains and
losses, 340--41; hyperbolic,
336--37; large and small gains,
335--36; memory decay and,
154--57; models, 332

discount rates: apparent, 333--35; of
Federal Reserve Board, 190--91;
Frederick, Loewenstein, and
O’Donoghue on, 333; invariant
cardinal utility function and,
334--36; one year, 335; true,
333--35

discrete time, 82--83; exponential
averages in, 16, 68; time scale in,
292

discretization: first-order limited
development in, 298--300;
second-order terms in,
297--302

disequilibrium: deflationary initial,
324; dynamic, 99--100, 132--35;
inflationary initial, 324

dishoarding. See hoarding and
dishoarding

dispersion, 212--13, 219, 220, 238
displacement, positive, xxxi
dividend discount model (DDM),

179, 180
downside risk: psychological

importance of, xxxvii; time in,
xxxvii

Draghi, M., 261
dynamic analysis in economic theory,

11
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dynamic disequilibrium, 99--100;
simulation, 132--35

dynamic equilibrium: conditions for,
309; definition of z and, 296--97;
demand for money in, 309--10;
endogenous fluctuations around,
314--18; FEMD and endogenous
fluctuations, 316; first-order
quantities in, 314; HRL
formulation and endogenous
fluctuations, 316; in
hyperinflation in Zimbabwe, 132;
implications of, 309--10; money
supply in, 309--10; money
velocity in, 99, 310; nominal
spending and, 310; simulation,
132; structure of, 309--11

dynamic monetary equilibrium,
102

EBITDA, 251
ECB. See European Central Bank
echo bubbles, 109, 110
Ecole des Mines, 209
econometric models, 23--24
economic agents: Bayesian learning

process of, 27--28; differences
among, 35--36; forecasting errors
of, 18; knowledge or information
of, 12, 24, 33--34; under rational
learning, 31; in REH, 18, 21, 24,
33--34

economic data: change in, 11;
objective and subjective, 11

economics: dynamic analysis in, 11;
expectations in, xxxv--xxxvi, 3--4,
9; literature compared to, xx--xxi;
rationality in, 21--22

economists: Austrian monetary
overinvestment theory criticism
from Keynesian, 53; empirical
methodology and disagreement

of, 37; expectation quantification
from, 13--16; on expectations,
time, and uncertainty, 3--13;
global financial crisis, 2007, as
challenge to, xxix; importance of
REH for, xxix, xxxi, 24--25,
37--40

efficient market hypothesis, 18
Einstein, A., 70--71, 91--92
elasticity, 303; of demand for money,

91; of demand for risky assets,
195; of expectations, xxxiv,
12--13; in HRL, 78--91, 86,
87; limiting, 83; of money
supply, 91; of product of
functions, 93

elementary period of reference, 97
empirical data and methodology:

economists’ disagreement on, 37;
Fisher focus on, 13--14

endogenous economic models,
17--18, 21

endogenous fluctuations, 319--22;
Allais on, 58--59; complex roots
and, 320; computation of,
322--26; differential equation of
monetary dynamics in, 322--23;
dynamic equilibrium, 314--18;
exogenous factors in, 325--26;
FEMD and, around dynamic
equilibrium, 316; first-order
quantities in, 314; HRL and,
around dynamic equilibrium, 316;
limit cycle, 64, 321--22; in
nominal spending within
nonlinear framework, 57--66; real
roots and, 319--20; recurrence
relationships in, 323;
second-order linear differential
equations and, 319; shape of,
105; significant quantities in, 324;
stable equilibrium, 64
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equilibrium: stability, 12--13; value,
176. See also dynamic equilibrium;
unstable equilibrium

equity returns, perceived, 190
equity risk premium puzzle, 237--39
essentialistic school, 267
estimated behavior, 256
European Central Bank (ECB), 261
European sovereign debt crisis,

34--35
even-order moments, 213, 236
Eviews, 25--26
excess equity returns, 186
excess returns. See perceived excess

returns
excitability, 196
exogenous factors: in Allais’s

simulations, 326; in endogenous
fluctuations, 325--26

exogenous random shocks, 110--12;
Allais on, 112

expectations, 269; adaptive, 13, 14,
16, 17, 20, 36--41, 291, 304--6;
Allais on, 68--69, 224, 265--66;
alternative theory of, xxx--xxxi;
anticipation and, 9--10; Blaug on,
196; Cagan on, 68--69, 305;
Cantillon on, 3--4, 184;
conventional, 41; early economists
on time, uncertainty, and, 3,
4--13; in economics, xxxv--xxxvi,
3--4, 9; experience-based, 10--11;
extreme, 262; general theory of,
under uncertainty, xxxiv; Haberler
on, 10--11; Hayek on, 11;
hereditary assumption, 69; as
incalculable, 5--13; of inflation,
84, 88; inflation and financial
markets’, 40; instability of
long-term, 9; interest rates and,
175; of investors, 40--41; Keynes
on, 8--10; linear rational, 26;

logistic assumption, 72--79; as
memory-based, 7--8; model
consistent, 20--23; of momentum
traders, 304--6; moral hazard and,
261; Muth on, 20--23; in natural
and market interest rates, 5--6;
price, elasticity, 13; private sector
and, 197; quantifying, early
attempts, 13--16; rational, 36--41;
rational adaptive, 37--41; REH for
formal debate of, 4; relativist
assumption, 69--72; stability of,
102; trends involving, 4--5;
uncertainty and, 201; Wallace on,
36--37; Wicksell on, 5--6. See also
rational expectations hypothesis

expectations, elasticity of: change in
price, 13; equilibrium stability and
price, 12--13; Hicks on, 12--13; in
HRL formulation, xxxiv, 80-85,
87

expected price levels, 282
expected utility theory, 202, 205--6;

Bernoulli on, 206; challenges to,
233; prospect theory and, 211;
Rabin and Thaler on, 219--20;
Saint Petersburg paradox in, 203

experience: bubbles and crashes and,
xxxiii; expectations based on past,
10--11; as knowledge source, 12

exponential averages, 80, 328, 329;
Allais on, 68--69; Cagan on, 68;
coefficients of, 279; constant
elasticity of, 83; in continuous
time, 68; in cumulative
formulation, 68; defining, 68; in
discrete time, 68; as filters,
19--20; as forecasting technique,
19; initialization parameters in,
88; interpreting, 68; Muth’s
critique of, 18--20, 277; notation
equivalence table, 278; as optimal
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exponential averages (continued )
forecast, 279; as recursive
difference, 68; Smith on, 305;
spot weightings, 69

exponential path, 111
exponential smoothing, 291;

hyperinflation change and, 19; as
linear regression, 19, 280;
mathematical formula for, 19

falsifiability: in rational adaptive
expectations, 37--38; in REH,
37--38

farmers, 3
Federal Reserve Board, 185;

discount rate of, 190--91; positive
feedback and, 199

Federal Reserve System, 159
FEMD. See fundamental equation of

monetary dynamics
filters, exponential averages as,

19--20
financial asset returns, xxxvii
financial behavior: Allais’s theory of

monetary dynamics for modeling,
xxxiii--xxxiv; through financial
asset returns, xxxvii (please check:
unclear)

financial crisis. See global financial
crisis, 2007

financial history: global and U.S.
money supply in recent, xxxii;
Japanese equity market’s recent,
xxxii; Minsky-Kindleberger model
and recent, xxxi--xxxii

financial instability: HRL
formulation applied to, xxxvii;
through perceived risk of loss,
xxxv

financial markets: inflation
expectations of, 40; REH and,
xxxi

financing structures in
Minsky-Kindleberger model, xxxi

Finetti, B. de, 209, 224; on cardinal
utility, 226; psychological capital
of, 228--29; on psychologically
equivalent intervals, 225--26; on
risky choices, 233

first-order limited development,
298--300

Fisher, I., 123; empirical data focus
of, 13--14; on interest rate
fluctuations and price movements,
13--15

fixed-income securities, 155
Fondements de la dynamique

monétaire (Allais), 114, 115, 120
forecasting: of borrowers and

lenders, 14; economic agents and
information errors in, 18;
exponential averages as technique
in, 19; interest rate and price
movement, 14--15; investor, 40;
as memory-based, 7--8; prior
knowledge and error in, 32

forecasting errors, 269; Cagan on,
77; of economic agents, 18; in
hyperinflation in Zimbabwe, 134,
137--41; knowledge or
information in, 18, 32; normality
test on, 140; S&P 500, 141; Zn,
272

forgetting: Allais on, 156;
discounting and, 156; linear
regression with, 289--93; in
recursive OLS linear regression,
33

fractional reserve banking, 106--7
Franceschini, N., 354
Fréchet, M., 358
Frederick, S.: on discount rates, 333;

on marginal utility, 338
French Revolution, 143
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frequency, 70
Friedman, B.M., 27
Friedman, M., 131; Allais and, 114,

120; on Great Depression, 122;
on HRL, xxxiv

Frisch, R., 358
Frydman, R.: alternative theory of

expectations research program
from, xxx--xxxi; REH for, xxix,
xxxi

full reserve banking, 106-7
fundamental equation of monetary

dynamics (FEMD), 46, 59--60,
95--101; definition, 100; demand
for money in, 307; differential
equations, 313; in endogenous
fluctuations around dynamic
equilibrium, 316; general
formulation of, 100; HRL in,
xxxv, 45; HRL of demand for
money and, 116, 117--18, 123;
implementation problems, 119;
joint test of HRL demand for
money and of, for Japan
1955-2006, 124; memory decay
in, 307; nature and function of,
xxxv; nominal spending growth
rates and, 116, 307; response
period and, 59, 99; simplified
form of, 307, 311

fundamental psychological
parameters, 253--60

general autoregressive conditional
heteroskedasticity (GARCH),
126--27

The General Theory (Keynes), 8, 10,
11

general theory of expectations under
uncertainty, xxxiv

Germany, 143; hyperinflation in,
165--67; yield curve, 165

Gibrat, R., 358
Gibson, A.H., 358
Gibson’s paradox, 172;

psychological rate of interest and,
177--78

Gide, C., 352
Gjerstad, S., 348
Gladstone doctrine, 159
global financial crisis, 2007:

economists’ challenged by, xxix;
REH and, xxix

global money supply, xxxii
global nominal GDP, 123
golden rule of accumulation, 171
Goulding, L., 357
Gourgieroux, C., 350
Gowers, T., 351
Granger causality tests, 127, 164,

189; on margin debt, 190;
perceived risk of loss and, 245,
247; on present value of past
equity returns, 190

Great Britain, 143, 147
Great Depression, 58, 191; for Allais,

45, 120--25; cause of, 122;
Friedman, Milton, on, 122; joint
adjustment, 121, 122; money
supply in, 122; perceived rate of
nominal growth, 174;
Schumpeter on, 122

Greenspan, A., xxvii, 261; on
bubbles, 198--99

growth rates, sensitivity of, 150
Guesnerie, R.: on financial markets

and REH, xxxi; on linear rational
expectations models, 26

Guilbaud, G., 358

Haberler, G.: on expectations,
10--11; Keynes criticism from,
10--11

Hanke, S.H., 146
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Hayek, F., 5; on dynamic analysis in
economic theory, 11; on
economic data, 11; on
expectations, 11, 12; on
experience and knowledge, 12

hedonic adjustment, 175
Henri adjustment, 138
hereditary, relativist, and logistic

(HRL) formulation, 263, 328,
329; Allais on, 67, 80, 90, 265,
269; in Allais’s fundamental
equation of monetary dynamics,
xxxv, 45; in Allais’s theory of
monetary dynamics, xxxiv; Cagan
on, 90; Cagan’s formulation in
relation to, 45; corporate bond
yields and, 160; Darby on, 80;
demand for money, 46, 113;
differential equations, 314;
dynamic interdependences in,
80--81; dynamic properties of,
151; early tests of, and monetary
demand, 114; elasticities in,
78--91, 86, 87; in endogenous
fluctuations around dynamic
equilibrium, 316; exogenous
random shocks in, 110--12;
expectations’ elasticity in, xxxiv;
FEMD and, of demand for
money, 116, 117--18, 123; as
filtering algorithm, 85; in financial
instability, xxxvii; Friedman,
Milton, on, xxxiv; as general
theory of expectations under
uncertainty, xxxiv; hyperinflation
and, 131--52; implementation
problems, 119; initial conditions,
108; interpretation of, 85;
intertemporal choice and,
332--33; joint testing of FEMD
and, of money demand, 115--19;
joint test of FEMD and of, of

money demand for Japan
1955-2006, 124; on liquidity,
192--93; memory decay and, 107;
of monetary dynamics, xxxvi, 46,
101--10, 194, 306--22; money
balances in, 108--10; of money
supply, 88, 106, 309; money
velocity in, 107--8, 192--93;
nominal interest rates in, 180;
perceived risk of loss, 243--44;
psychological time scale and, 72;
REH and, 268--69; sensitivity in,
and rate of growth in base money,
107; structural psychological
parameters, 260

hereditary assumption, expectations,
69

heteroskedasticity, 241; general
autoregressive conditional,
126--27

Hicks, J., 12--13
hoarding and dishoarding, 98; Allais

on, 57; Blaug on, 57; Cantillon
effect on, 56; in comprehensive
macroeconomic identities, 54--57;
Keynes on, 57; monetary balances
and, 59; money balances in, 65;
money supply and, 55; nominal
spending, money velocity, and,
55--57; reasons for, 54; savings
compared to, 56--57; transaction
balances and, 55--56

Homer, S., 166
honeybee, flight regulation, 94
households and household sector:

Akerlof and Shiller on response to
prices in, 184; cashflow statement
of, 54; consumption, income, and
savings of, 50--53; corporate
securities sales and securities of,
51, 53; perceived parameters for,
245; in United States, 251
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HRL. See hereditary, relativist, and
logistic

Hutter, R., 358
hyperbolic discounting of utility,

336--37
hyperbolic tangent function, 62--63
hyperinflation, 63; asymptotic

convergence in, 135--36;
asymptotic postulate and, 304; in
Brazil, 146; Cagan’s work on, 45;
dynamic disequilibrium
simulation in, 132--35; dynamic
equilibrium simulation in, 132;
exponential smoothing and
change in, 19; forecasting errors
and, 134, 137--41; in Germany,
165--67; HRL and, 131--52;
macroeconomics historical
puzzles and, 143--47; memory
duration, 136--37; money
balances in, 61; money supply
during, 141--43; in Zimbabwe,
92, 132, 133, 136--37, 145

hypothetical school, 267

incalculability of expectations, 5--13
incipient bubbles, perceived risk of

loss and, 247--53
income: capital, ratio of to, 61

(please check: meaning should be
ratio of capital to income);
household, 50--53; growth rate of
national, 171

independence axiom, 210
inflation and inflation rates: in

adaptive expectations model,
xxxiv, 15--16; Cagan on, 88;
expectations, 84, 88; expected,
84, 88; financial markets’
expectations of, 40; lag
distribution, 15--16; model
consistent expectations for, 21;

nominal spending and, 109; over
time and influence of past, 15--16;
perceived, in Brazil, 147; tax
estimates, 143; in United States,
250; in Zimbabwe, 135. See also
hyperinflation

inflationary initial disequilibrium,
324

information. See knowledge
initialization parameters, 158--59
Innsbruck paper of Allais, 57--66
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